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If you have landed here then a quick start is to open your chrome 
browser and type in editor.p5js.org and you are ready to go.


Step 1

First thing is to open your Chrome browser. Others work but Chrome 
works best


Step 2

Type in editor.p5js.org into your web browser and you should get a 
default page like the one below


Step 3

Delete all the code that is already there by default. Work through section 
1 which is the foundation for what you are going to do when making the 
flappy bird game. Don’t worry we will put it all back as I explain step by 
step


Step 4

Copy the code in the boxes in this book. Press the play button to see it 
come up on the canvas. If you get an error message in the console (at the 
bottom under the code) check that you have not made a mistake


Step 5

Try the challenges or just play to get a feel for it, see what happens when 
you change something, learn by doing


Step 6

Delete all the code you have typed in and do the next one


Step 7

When you move onto section 2 making the flappy bird game then it is a 
good idea to login with your gmail account. This means that you can save 
as you go along. You don’t need to keep deleting and retry ping everything. 
All the additional lines of code are highlighted for you 


Quick Start
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When you first open up the web page in the browser you get a default 
page like this
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Everything is quite intuitive and really the best way to learn is to play 
with them. The ‘run’ and ‘stop’ buttons are the ones you will use the most. 
In settings you can change the theme, the size of the font etc. If you are 
not sure then leave everything to the default settings. 





Looking at the buttons
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In the first part we will describe a model for regression. This is very 
similar to the classification one you have just done. The main difference is 
that the outcome (output) is a value between 0 and 255, whereas the 
classification was either C, D or E


In the second part we will look at the network model in more detail and 
change some of the hyperparameters. This is a term used to describe the 
bits of the architecture and parameters you can change to improve its 
ability to learn well. These will include things like:


Number of hidden layers

Activation functions

Number of nodes for each hidden layer

The learning Rate


You can be very specific about what the network looks like. The temptation 
is to have as big a network with lots of layers and nodes, with a small 
learning rate etc but this may surprise you, bigger or more complex is not 
better. It could take a silly amount of time train. 


It might just learn the data it is give to train on and be useless on data it 
hasn’t seen before. Too small and feeble a model can produce poor results 
even if it is quick to learn. There has to be a compromise, a sweet spot and 
that is the skill of the AI engineer (you). 


The problems are called under fitting and over fitting. They are always 
easy to spot but this is when AI Engineering is more of an art than a 
science which sounds silly saying it but true, there is quite a lot of trial 
and error.  

Introduction
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Unit #1 regression


Introduction 


This part looks at regression which has many similarities to classification 
except when it comes to the output, where it is a value rather than a label.  
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The index.html needs the extra line of code


<script src="https://unpkg.com/ml5@latest/dist/ml5.min.js"></script> 

AI 2.1.1 index.html file

index.html

<!DOCTYPE html>

<html lang="en">

  <head>

    <script src="https://cdnjs.cloudflare.com/ajax/libs/p5.js/
1.1.9/p5.js"></script>

    <script src="https://cdnjs.cloudflare.com/ajax/libs/p5.js/
1.1.9/addons/p5.sound.min.js"></script>

    <script src="https://unpkg.com/ml5@latest/dist/
ml5.min.js"></script>

    <link rel="stylesheet" type="text/css" href="style.css">

    <meta charset="utf-8" />

  </head>

  <body>

    <script src="sketch.js"></script>

  </body>

</html>
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We are creating the basic model, which is very similar to the classification 
previously.


Notes

The main points here are

1. The task is now regression

2. The inputs are still x, y

3. The output is a value ‘val’ 

AI 2.1.2 basic starting model

sketch.js

let model

function setup() 

{

  createCanvas(400, 400)

  let options = {

    inputs: ['x', 'y'],

    outputs: ['val'],

    task: 'regression',

    debug: 'true'

  }

  model = ml5.neuralNetwork(options)

  background(220)

}
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Instead of assigning a letter to the circle (remember C, D, E). We want to 
assign a value to the circle. So to keep it simple we are using ‘W’ for white 
hence 255 and ‘B’ for black hence 0. What we will get are the values in 
between. 


AI 2.1.3 assigning a value

sketch.js

let model

let targetLabel = ‘w’

let col = {

  w: 255,

  b: 0

}

function setup() 

{

  createCanvas(400, 400)

  let options = {

    inputs: ['x', 'y'],

    outputs: ['val'],

    task: 'regression',

    debug: 'true'

  }

  model = ml5.neuralNetwork(options)

  background(220)

}
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Adding the keyPressed function. Notice that I have omitted the capitalising 
of the letters


AI 2.1.4 assigning the keys

sketch.js

let model

let targetLabel = ‘w’

let col = {

  w: 255,

  b: 0

}

function setup() 

{

  createCanvas(400, 400)

  let options = {

    inputs: ['x', 'y'],

    outputs: ['val'],

    task: 'regression',

    debug: 'true'

  }

  model = ml5.neuralNetwork(options)

  background(220)

}

function keyPressed() 

{

  targetLabel = key

}
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Adding the mousePressed() function to collect the data. Notice I have 
assigned the colour rather than the letter and make the circles smaller. 
You still need to press w and b.


AI 2.1.5 collecting data

sketch.js

let model

let targetLabel = 'w'

let state = 'collection'

let col = {

  w : 255,

  b: 0

}

function setup() 

{

  createCanvas(400, 400)

  let options = {

    inputs: ['x', 'y'],

    outputs: ['val'],

    task: 'regression',

    debug: 'true'

  }

  model = ml5.neuralNetwork(options)

  background(220)

}

function keyPressed() 

{

  targetLabel = key

}
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function mousePressed() 

{

  let inputs = {

    x: mouseX,

    y: mouseY

  }

  if (state == 'collection')

  {

    let targetVal = col[targetLabel]

    let target = {

      val: targetVal

    }

    model.addData(inputs, target)

    fill(targetVal)

    circle(mouseX, mouseY, 10)

  }

}
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Let us create a button to press to train the model 


AI 2.1.6 training button

sketch.js

let model

let targetLabel = 'w'

let state = 'collection'

let button

let col = {

  w : 255,

  b: 0

}

function setup() 

{

  createCanvas(400, 400)

  let options = {

    inputs: ['x', 'y'],

    outputs: ['val'],

    task: 'regression',

    debug: 'true'

  }

  model = ml5.neuralNetwork(options)

  background(220)

  button = createButton('train')

  button.mousePressed(train)  

}

function keyPressed() 

{

  targetLabel = key
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}

function mousePressed() 

{

  let inputs = {

    x: mouseX,

    y: mouseY

  }

  if (state == 'collection')

  {

    let targetVal = col[targetLabel]

    let target = {

      val: targetVal

    }

    model.addData(inputs, target)

    fill(targetVal)

    circle(mouseX, mouseY, 10)

  }

}

function train()

{

  

}
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Now to add in the code for training the model


AI 2.1.7 training

sketch.js

let model

let targetLabel = 'w'

let state = 'collection'

let button

let col = {

  w : 255,

  b: 0

}

function setup() 

{

  createCanvas(400, 400)

  let options = {

    inputs: ['x', 'y'],

    outputs: ['val'],

    task: 'regression',

    debug: 'true'

  }

  model = ml5.neuralNetwork(options)

  background(220)

  button = createButton('train')

  button.mousePressed(train)  

}

function keyPressed() 

{
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  targetLabel = key

}

function mousePressed() 

{

  let inputs = {

    x: mouseX,

    y: mouseY

  }

  if (state == 'collection')

  {

    let targetVal = col[targetLabel]

    let target = {

      val: targetVal

    }

    model.addData(inputs, target)

    fill(targetVal)

    circle(mouseX, mouseY, 10)

  }

}

function train()

{

  state = 'training'

  model.normalizeData()

  let options = {

    epochs: 100

  }

  model.train(options, whileTraining, finishedTraining)

}
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We need to add the functions whileTraining() and finishedTraining()


AI 2.1.8 training functions

sketch.js

let model

let targetLabel = 'w'

let state = 'collection'

let button

let col = {

  w : 255,

  b: 0

}

function setup() 

{

  createCanvas(400, 400)

  let options = {

    inputs: ['x', 'y'],

    outputs: ['val'],

    task: 'regression',

    debug: 'true'

  }

  model = ml5.neuralNetwork(options)

  background(220)

  button = createButton('train')

  button.mousePressed(train)  

}

function keyPressed() 

{
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  targetLabel = key

}

function mousePressed() 

{

  let inputs = {

    x: mouseX,

    y: mouseY

  }

  if (state == 'collection')

  {

    let targetVal = col[targetLabel]

    let target = {

      val: targetVal

    }

    model.addData(inputs, target)

    fill(targetVal)

    circle(mouseX, mouseY, 10)

  }

}

function train()

{

  state = 'training'

    model.normalizeData()

    let options = {

      epochs: 100

    }

    model.train(options, whileTraining, finishedTraining)

}

function whileTraining(epochs, loss) 

{
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Step 1

Click 10 times top left of canvas


Step 2

Press the ‘b’ key and then click 10 times in the bottom right corner 


Step 3

Click on the train button and you will see the following 

  console.log(epochs)

}

function finishedTraining() 

{

  console.log('finished training')

  state = 'prediction'

}
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Click 10 times with the ‘w’ white and 
ten times with the ‘b’ black, then 

click on the train button
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Notice that the training pretty well reaches zero after around 10 epochs. 
So we can change the number of them to 10


AI 2.1.9 epochs

sketch.js

let model

let targetLabel = 'w'

let state = 'collection'

let button

let col = {

  w : 255,

  b: 0

}

function setup() 

{

  createCanvas(400, 400)

  let options = {

    inputs: ['x', 'y'],

    outputs: ['val'],

    task: 'regression',

    debug: 'true'

  }

  model = ml5.neuralNetwork(options)

  background(220)

  button = createButton('train')

  button.mousePressed(train)  

}

function keyPressed() 

{
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  targetLabel = key

}

function mousePressed() 

{

  let inputs = {

    x: mouseX,

    y: mouseY

  }

  if (state == 'collection')

  {

    let targetVal = col[targetLabel]

    let target = {

      val: targetVal

    }

    model.addData(inputs, target)

    fill(targetVal)

    circle(mouseX, mouseY, 10)

  }

}

function train()

{

  state = 'training'

    model.normalizeData()

    let options = {

      epochs: 10

    }

    model.train(options, whileTraining, finishedTraining)

}

function whileTraining(epochs, loss) 

{
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  console.log(epochs)

}

function finishedTraining() 

{

  console.log('finished training')

  state = 'prediction'

}
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The next part is to predict the results. What colour will any circles be in 
between the data sets of values. We want a grey scale of colour not just 
black or white because that is classification. Regression gives us a sliding 
scale of values. 


We change the state to prediction 


AI 2.1.10 predicting

sketch.js

let model

let targetLabel = 'w'

let state = 'collection'

let button

let col = {

  w : 255,

  b: 0

}

function setup() 

{

  createCanvas(400, 400)

  let options = {

    inputs: ['x', 'y'],

    outputs: ['val'],

    task: 'regression',

    debug: 'true'

  }

  model = ml5.neuralNetwork(options)

  background(220)

  button = createButton('train')

  button.mousePressed(train)  
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}

function keyPressed() 

{

  targetLabel = key

}

function mousePressed() 

{

  let inputs = {

    x: mouseX,

    y: mouseY

  }

  if (state == 'collection')

  {

    let targetVal = col[targetLabel]

    let target = {

      val: targetVal

    }

    model.addData(inputs, target)

    fill(targetVal)

    circle(mouseX, mouseY, 10)

  }

  else if (state == 'prediction')

  {

    model.predict(inputs, gotResults)

  }

}

function train()

{

  state = 'training'

    model.normalizeData()
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    let options = {

      epochs: 10

    }

    model.train(options, whileTraining, finishedTraining)

}

function whileTraining(epochs, loss) 

{

  console.log(epochs)

}

function finishedTraining() 

{

  console.log('finished training')

  state = 'prediction'

}
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We need to add in the function gotResults() so we can see the results 
(predictions), after training the data will disappear (reset the background()) 
and when you click on the canvas you will get the trained values for that 
circle. 


AI 2.1.11 prediction results

sketch.js

let model

let targetLabel = 'w'

let state = 'collection'

let button

let col = {

  w : 255,

  b: 0

}

function setup() 

{

  createCanvas(400, 400)

  let options = {

    inputs: ['x', 'y'],

    outputs: ['val'],

    task: 'regression',

    debug: 'true'

  }

  model = ml5.neuralNetwork(options)

  background(220)

  button = createButton('train')

  button.mousePressed(train)  

}
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function keyPressed() 

{

  targetLabel = key

}

function mousePressed() 

{

  let inputs = {

    x: mouseX,

    y: mouseY

  }

  if (state == 'collection')

  {

    let targetVal = col[targetLabel]

    let target = {

      val: targetVal

    }

    model.addData(inputs, target)

    fill(targetVal)

    circle(mouseX, mouseY, 10)

  }

  else if (state == 'prediction')

  {

    model.predict(inputs, gotResults)

  }

}

function train()

{

  state = 'training'

    model.normalizeData()

    let options = {

      epochs: 10
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    }

    model.train(options, whileTraining, finishedTraining)

}

function whileTraining(epochs, loss) 

{

 // console.log(epochs)

}

function finishedTraining() 

{

  console.log('finished training')

  state = 'prediction'

  background(220)

}

function gotResults(error, results)

{

  if (error)

  {

    console.error(error)

    return

  }

  fill(floor(results[0].value))

  circle(mouseX, mouseY, 10)

}
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Notes

As before, have a bunch of white dots and black dots, train it, when the 
training is finished it will rest the background, now click anywhere on the 
canvas you will get different grayscale dots. This is the difference between 
classification and regression. 


Classification gives you a result of one classification, whereas regression 
will give you a value.  
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The results after the training



This is what the loss chart looked like before from the above example. We 
are going to add more hidden nodes and layers. This doesn’t mean that it 
will work better, although intuition suggests the bigger the network the 
bigger the brain etc. 


Defining the layers
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Training results



Unit #2 hyperparameters


Introduction 


Hyperparameters are the things you tweak to get the model to work well. 
It is an art more than a science. It takes time and practice. There are no 
hard and fast rules because every set of data is different and behaves 
differently. It is a bit trial and error (and down right guessing) but over 
time you will get a feel for what works. Here we are just playing with the 
hyperparameters.  
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We are going to add an extra layer and use the ‘relu’ activation function. 
Don’t forget the comma after the debug: ‘true’. The last layer uses a 
‘sigmoid’ activation function. 


AI 2.2.1 two hidden layers

sketch.js

let model

let targetLabel = 'w'

let state = 'collection'

let button

let col = {

  w : 255,

  b: 0

}

function setup() 

{

  createCanvas(400, 400)

  let options = {

    inputs: ['x', 'y'],

    outputs: ['val'],

    task: 'regression',

    debug: 'true',

    layers: [

      {

        type: 'dense',

        units: 16,

        activation: 'relu'

      },

      {
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        type: 'dense',

        units: 16,

        activation: 'relu'

      },

      {

        type: 'dense',

        activation: 'sigmoid'

      }

    ]

  }

  model = ml5.neuralNetwork(options)

  background(220)

  button = createButton('train')

  button.mousePressed(train)  

}

function keyPressed() 

{

  targetLabel = key

}

function mousePressed() 

{

  let inputs = {

    x: mouseX,

    y: mouseY

  }

  if (state == 'collection')

  {

    let targetVal = col[targetLabel]

    let target = {

      val: targetVal

    }
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    model.addData(inputs, target)

    fill(targetVal)

    circle(mouseX, mouseY, 10)

  }

  else if (state == 'prediction')

  {

    model.predict(inputs, gotResults)

  }

}

function train()

{

  state = 'training'

    model.normalizeData()

    let options = {

      epochs: 10

    }

    model.train(options, whileTraining, finishedTraining)

}

function whileTraining(epochs, loss) 

{

 // console.log(epochs)

}

function finishedTraining() 

{

  console.log('finished training')

  state = 'prediction'

  background(220)

}

function gotResults(error, results)
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Notes

The extra bit of information at the bottom of the loss chart shows an 
extra layer of 16 nodes (or neurons). The chart doesn’t show any huge 
improvement except it gets to minimum quicker. 


{

  if (error)

  {

    console.error(error)

    return

  }

  fill(floor(results[0].value))

  circle(mouseX, mouseY, 10)

}
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Two hidden layers with 16 nodes each



These are the two main types we will explore to start with, there are 
many more that can, and are used. Those who work in data science are 
exploring more ways to make neural networks better, more efficiently. That 
is why they have many different architectures and other means to achieve 
improvements. But we will keep it simple for the moment. 


Aa useful article about this topic can be found at 

https://towardsdatascience.com/activation-functions-neural-
networks-1cbd9f8d91d6


Activation functions
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Sigmoid has as an input any value (x axis) and the output will be between 
0 and 1, however you can see that any values close to 5 are effectively 1 
and -5 effectively 0. This is great and works well but it is computationally 
heavy, it takes a lot of working out and if you have thousands of nodes 
each with their own activation functions then this can take the training a 
very long time. So they looked at alternatives that worked well and at 
least more efficiently. The came up with relu (see below). If you want 
outputs between -1 and 1 then you can use a variation of the sigmoid 
called tanh. 


 

(1) Sigmoid Activation Function
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Relu looks too simple and too easy to be of any use and yet it has 
remarkable properties when included as the activation function in a neural 
network especially a very large one. It work very efficiently and yields 
excellent results. It works so simply: any x value less than zero the output 
is zero, any value greater than zero the output is the same as the input. 


The problem comes if the input is zero exactly. Getting a zero output is not 
ideal and can cause problems for the network hence you get variations on 
this, leakyReLU, seLU, eLU, geLU and so on. 




(2) ReLU Activation Function
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The default setup for an ml5.js model for regression is:


Hidden layer: relu

Output layer: sigmoid


For the classification it is the following: 


Hidden layer: relu

Output layer: softmax


Notes

Just to save on space I will not change any other lines of code except the 
options layers, so the rest of the code remains the same and is omitted for 
brevity. 


Default settings
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Let’s just use the sigmoid activation function. 


AI 2.2.2 sigmoid activation functions

sketch.js

let options = {

    inputs: ['x', 'y'],

    outputs: ['val'],

    task: 'regression',

    debug: 'true',

    layers: [

      {

        type: 'dense',

        units: 16,

        activation: 'sigmoid'

      },

      {

        type: 'dense',

        units: 16,

        activation: 'sigmoid'

      },

      {

        type: 'dense',

        activation: 'sigmoid'

      }

    ]

  }
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Notes

Now that is interesting, the results are far from satisfactory compared to 
using the relu activation function. 
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All sigmoid activation functions



Now just with relu activation functions


AI 2.2.3 relu activation function

sketch.js

  let options = {

    inputs: ['x', 'y'],

    outputs: ['val'],

    task: 'regression',

    debug: 'true',

    layers: [

      {

        type: 'dense',

        units: 16,

        activation: 'relu'

      },

      {

        type: 'dense',

        units: 16,

        activation: 'relu'

      },

      {

        type: 'dense',

        activation: 'relu'

      }

    ]

  }
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Notes

This gives a much better performance from the loss curve although still a 
bit bumpy. However, how you place (and how many) the white and black 
circles will greatly influence, after many attempts I struggled to replicate 
the above chart. So data does play a part, probably because there is so 
little of it. 
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Relu activation functions



Let’s try more nodes, we have used 16 (default) in the two hidden layers, 
let’s go big and try 128. We will keep the activation function as relu for 
the first two layers


AI 2.2.4 more nodes

sketch.js

  let options = {

    inputs: ['x', 'y'],

    outputs: ['val'],

    task: 'regression',

    debug: 'true',

    layers: [

      {

        type: 'dense',

        units: 128,

        activation: 'relu'

      },

      {

        type: 'dense',

        units: 128,

        activation: 'relu'

      },

      {

        type: 'dense',

        activation: 'relu'

      }

    ]

  }
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Notes

However this might look good, there is something not good about it. I am 
suspicious and when I come to click on the canvas to see the results all I 
get are black dots. Something isn’t working. 


There could be some overfitting, whereby it has learned everything about 
the data and just replicated it so that when you test it you get a rubbish, 
useless result. Too many nodes and/or layers does not make it better even 
if it does make it quicker. 
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Two hidden layers with 128 nodes in each layer



Let us go back to the format that seemed to at least work with activation 
functions relu, relu, sigmoid and 16 nodes. Now let's try two more hidden 
layers.


AI 2.2.5 more hidden layers

sketch.js

  let options = {

    inputs: ['x', 'y'],

    outputs: ['val'],

    task: 'regression',

    debug: 'true',

    layers: [

      {

        type: 'dense',

        units: 16,

        activation: 'relu'

      },

      {

        type: 'dense',

        units: 16,

        activation: 'relu'

      },

      {

        type: 'dense',

        units: 16,

        activation: 'relu'

      },

      {

        type: 'dense',

        units: 16,

        activation: 'relu'

      },
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      {

        type: 'dense',

        activation: 'sigmoid'

      }

    ]

  }
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More hidden layers but with 16 nodes on each layer



Notes

The results are not conclusive and when you click on the canvas it doesn't 
feel great. Even though the loss drops to zero on the fifth epoch this feels 
all too convenient and I think there is overfitting, where it is just learning 
what the data is and is no real use when you come to use it. One issue is 
that there is very little data but also we are just making the network too 
big for the amount of data we are providing, I’m only doing 20 white dots 
in one corner and 20 black dots in the other corner
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Results after training

Training data



Let’s go the opposite way and make it much smaller, remove the extra 
hidden layers and have only 8 nodes


AI 2.2.6 fewer hidden layers

sketch.js

  let options = {

    inputs: ['x', 'y'],

    outputs: ['val'],

    task: 'regression',

    debug: 'true',

    layers: [

      {

        type: 'dense',

        units: 8,

        activation: 'relu'

      },

      {

        type: 'dense',

        activation: 'sigmoid'

      }

    ]

  }
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Notes

The results look promising, the canvas feels it is yielding better results.  
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Single hidden layer with 8 nodes



Finally trying it with 2 nodes in the hidden layer


AI 2.2.7 minimum nodes

sketch.js

  let options = {

    inputs: ['x', 'y'],

    outputs: ['val'],

    task: 'regression',

    debug: 'true',

    layers: [

      {

        type: 'dense',

        units: 2,

        activation: 'relu'

      },

      {

        type: 'dense',

        activation: 'sigmoid'

      }

    ]

  }
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Notes

Interestingly it will take more than 10 epochs. You can keep on adjusting 
the hyper parameters until you feel happy about the results. In the real 
world there are many more hyper parameters and aspects you can tweak. 
This is just a starter for you to get something of a feel for it. It is far 
from comprehensive. 


Challenges

Try some of the other activation functions to see what difference they 
make. Can you draw the pixels in to see how the colours change rather 
than trying to click the results. 
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One layer two nodes!
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Learning Rate

The learning rate is the amount the model is tweaked each time. As the 
data goes through the model the network adjusts each time by a small 
incremental amount and then sees if that is better. The jumps are small 
say 0.01 which does mean it can take a long time to get to the best model, 
I am talking days or even weeks! 


If the jumps are too big e.g. 1 then it may jump past the optimum. So this 
becomes another hyper parameter for you to fiddle with amongst many. 
Trial and error is usual but there are rules of thumb and 0.01 is a starting 
point. 


AI 2.2.8 learning rate
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Just showing the main changes to the sketch in options, you still need 
everything to stay the same except change the epochs to 100! 


Starting with a very low learning rate, 0.01 which means that the steps or 
jumps are very tiny. This can mean it can take a long time or get stuck in 
some false minimum


(a) learning rate of 0.01

sketch.js

  let options = {

    inputs: ['x', 'y'],

    outputs: ['val'],

    task: 'regression',

    debug: 'true',

    learningRate: 0.01,

    layers: [

      {

        type: 'dense',

        units: 2,

        activation: 'relu'

      },

      {

        type: 'dense',

        activation: 'sigmoid'

      }

    ]

  }
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Learning Rate: 0.01 (epochs: 100)



Seeing what impact having a learning rate of 1, this means the jumps and 
steps are much bigger and will reduce the time to reach a minimum. 
However it is also possible to jump over the minimum because the last 
jump was too big. This may mean that you never quite reach the minimum. 


(b) Learning rate of 1

sketch.js

  let options = {

    inputs: ['x', 'y'],

    outputs: ['val'],

    task: 'regression',

    debug: 'true',

    learningRate: 1,

    layers: [

      {

        type: 'dense',

        units: 2,

        activation: 'relu'

      },

      {

        type: 'dense',

        activation: 'sigmoid'

      }

    ]

  }
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Learning Rate: 1



The same for a learning rate much smaller, 0.1. Playing around with this 
parameter is one of the key ones which will help to refine and Taylor it to 
your specific model. The other hyperparameters will and might also have 
an impact on what the learning rate does. This is more art than science. 


(c) learning rate of 0.1

sketch.js

  let options = {

    inputs: ['x', 'y'],

    outputs: ['val'],

    task: 'regression',

    debug: 'true',

    learningRate: 0.1,

    layers: [

      {

        type: 'dense',

        units: 2,

        activation: 'relu'

      },

      {

        type: 'dense',

        activation: 'sigmoid'

      }

    ]

  }
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Notes

This yields the best results, both from the loss chart and when you test it. 
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Learning Rate: 0.1



For the following you can do this without me showing you the code at all


Increasing the number of epochs might seem a good way to go, surely it 
improves things, and it might well do but at a cost. For our example it isn’t 
really significant but for something that has thousands of images, millions 
of calculations this then becomes an issue of efficiency. It will take longer 
and use up more energy to compute. 


There should be a loss chart 
here 

(a) 100 epochs
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Just playing around with the parameters can bring significant change, 
making it better or worse. One of the issues with Neural Networks is that 
they are a bit black box, you don’t know what is exactly going on inside 
the network. A lot of the changes you make are guesswork although after 
a while there is an intuition what does and doesn’t work well. 




 

(b) Three hidden layers with sigmoid
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Also a moot point is imagine if you are processing large images in colour 
and have lots of layers. The computer has to do a lot of calculations and 
this then can take days if the dataset contains 10s of thousands of images. 
So anywhere you can be efficient (i.e. using a simple activation function) 
will safe time and money (just think of the electricity bill).


Ai has really taken off in recent years mainly because of the advances in 
gaming technology i.e. the GPU. The faster graphics cards were an 
unintended boom for Ai and Machine Learning. This has consistently 
improved to the point where they are building ones that are just for 
machine learning called TPUs. 


Final Thoughts 
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